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Introduction  
 

The general international perception of the Western Balkans after last year’s Thessaloniki 
Summit was characterised by a marked degree of disenchantment and strategic despair. 
Croatia’s EU application was a rare positive tone. Throughout the region, the increasingly 
incomprehensible power struggles within, and between political factions, were seen as a waste 
of more time after the lost decade of the 1990s. Economically, basic socio-economic trends 
did not match the rhetoric of “sustainable development” and perspectives of “future 
prosperity.” Even though the main state-building arrangements could be upheld, progress 
towards consolidated and functional statehood seemed agonizingly slow. 

On the other hand, there was some subdued optimism regarding the Serb and Albanian 
questions in particular. This optimism was based on the observation that though the process 
towards inter-ethnic normalisation was exasperatingly slow and economic and institutional 
progress arduous, there were no further qualitative setbacks while violent confrontations 
seemed to be a thing of the past. Handling relations between Serbs and Albanians, between 
Prishtina and Belgrade all the way to the status question would certainly require maximum 
diplomatic acumen and patience, but one felt confident that there would be no relapsing.  

On March 17, 2004, this illusion was shattered by a 48-hour outburst of ethnic violence in 
Kosovo that vibrated with hate-driven echoes in Serbia. The apparent reversal of roles 
between victims and perpetrators, the mass character of the violence and the organisation 
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behind it were particularly shocking to the international community (besides the toll of killed 
and wounded and destruction of houses and religious sites). Today, it is clear to the 
international community and to the antagonists in the Serb-Albanian questions that under the 
surface the situation in Kosovo is as explosive as five years ago. The questions that need be 
addressed are essentially the same: inter-ethnic relations and status.  

Clearly inter-ethnic relations and status are interdependent, but we contend firstly that even 
without a final answer to the Kosovo status question, the question of inter-ethnic relations 
needs to be urgently addressed. Current non-status and possible future status negotiations 
make inter-ethnic relations between Serbs and Albanians all the more salient. The issue is 
pivotal not only for Kosovo but for the region as a whole. Consequently, it cannot be 
relegated to the time after a projected status solution.  

Secondly, we contend that it should not be expected that a status answer would provide 
solutions to the inter-ethnic challenges in Kosovo. Therefore, regardless of the final answer to 
the Kosovo, status inter-ethnic relations have to be improved substantially and the human 
security of the population needs to be ensured throughout Kosovo. 

Thirdly we believe that not only the political needs of Prishtina, Belgrade and of the 
international community, but also the human rights, interests and needs of the ethnic 
communities in Kosovo should be taken into consideration in the search of a solution to the 
ethnicity problem (as well as to the status question).  

Finally, we are of the view that the question of inter-ethnic relations cannot be relegated to the 
European Union, nor can these relations be reduced to formal, legal arrangements between 
sovereign states and/or autonomous entities. Whichever option for the future of Kosovo may 
prevail, both Serbia and Kosovo will seriously have to address the question of ethnic 
minorities in order to have a claim to European-ness and a perspective of EU integration.  

  

I. The Current Political and Security Environment and the Question 
of Interethnic Relations 

 

The outburst of violence on March 17-8, 2004 in Kosovo manifested that the question of 
security still lies at the heart of the Kosovo question. Other issues cannot be resolved if the 
basic need for security remains unanswered. More specifically the March events brought out 
into the open some hard felt realities in the province. Firstly, the still massive military 
presence in the province has not been effective in ensuring the security of groups and 
individuals. At the aftermath of the March events one of the weaknesses of the current 
arrangement in Kosovo that clearly emerged was that the military was not properly trained, or 
adequately equipped to take on policing tasks. As the international community is calling for 
the re-organisation of UNMIK it is imperative that the purpose and functions of the military 
force in Kosovo are thoroughly re-considered and adjusted to serve the serious security needs 
in the province. Secondly, the March violence made it clear that there is a significant gap 
between UNMIK and local leadership but also an equally serious gap between the Kosovo 
local leadership at the centre and at the municipal level. Efforts to close these gaps will not be 
easy. The tendency to view these gaps primarily as technical problems which can be solved 
through an effective allocation of responsibility to local actors, or stricter monitoring by the 
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international community does not promise effective results. These gaps essentially reflect the 
multi-faced political reality in Kosovo, or to put it differently the conflict in Kosovo about 
possible solutions to the questions of ethnic relations and status. Therefore what is needed is 
an even more committed, rigorous – as well as much more imaginative - than until now 
political approach. The international community needs to constantly strive to strengthen in 
every possible way the moderates who promote and facilitate the forces working for an end to 
violence and the creation of a stable environment in the province. And similarly the 
international community should be prepared to work harder to emasculate all those factors 
that intentionally – or even unintentionally – impede a peaceful settlement. To reformulate 
this point differently, there does exist on each side a wish in the general population to end this 
state of tension and uncertainty, to work towards a realistic solution. This positive factor 
needs to be fully explored.    

  

The bloodshed in March has debunked any remaining black-and-white ideas on victims and 
perpetrators in Kosovo. It is time to be acknowledged by all relevant actors that both ethnic 
groups are susceptible to nationalistic obsessions and ethnic hatred. 

It should also be 
acknowledged that there is 
a psychology and a 
sociology of separation as 
well as of co-existence 
(conflict and peace) which 
we need to consider in 
order to approach the 
question of inter-ethnic 
relations in a 
comprehensive and realistic 
manner. In other words, 
ethnic conflict is a complex 
process involving the 
individual, the group, the 
nation and political 
institutions in varied 
interactions. These elicit 
different, sometimes 
unexpected reactions at the 
personal, group, national 
and institutional levels. This process may not be clear for those involved in the conflict. Also 
often people in the conflict may not be aware that they can be caught up between their 
original reactions (emotions) and new ones on the individual, group, or nation level, which 
are the product of the passage of time, changed realities and socio economic developments. In 
addition the fear of change and the existence of forces which have been mobilised to fight 
against any change of the status quo are important factors which can push in the direction of 
perpetual conflict. We make these points so as to emphasise that in their efforts to address the 

Some Statistics: Major results of a survey conducted in Kosovo by the 
Reinvest Institute and supported by UNDP and USAID: (Citizens of 
different ethnicities were asked for their opinion with regard to the 
situation in Kosovo). 

• The majority of Albanians and non-Serb ethnic maintain the 
Standards plan is important for the start of discussion of the final 
status. 

• Irrespective of ethnicity 47% maintain that continuation of dialogue 
between Prishtina and Belgrade is important to the implementation 
of standards. 

• 25% are satisfied with UNMIK and 32% with the SRSG. 
• Satisfaction with the work of KPS and KFOR remains as it was, 

77% and 85% respectively. 
• 53% of Albanians support the return of displaced persons to the 

province. 
According to the survey, Albanians attribute inter-ethnic tensions to: 
• The influence of Belgrade  
• The lack of willingness of Kosovo Serbs to integrate into Kosovo 
Serbs maintain: 
• Kosovo Albanian culpability is responsible for non-integration and 

inter-ethnic tensions. 
Source: Zeri (16/4/04) 
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question of inter-ethnic relations in Kosovo all sides involved in the conflict need not only to 
understand each other, but also to understand each other in a dynamic way.  

Against increasing calls for the independence of Kosovo by the Kosovo Albanians and for its 
cantonisation by Belgrade and Kosovo Serbs, since the recent outbreak of ethnic violence, 
there is an even more urgent need to encourage serious thinking about the multi-dimensional 
reality of inter-ethnic relations in Kosovo so as not to allow political exigencies to determine 
solutions whose empirical justifications are unclear, or highly debatable. Conflicting clichés 
about the impossibility (or possibility), of the two communities living in harmony have to be 
thoroughly examined.  

 

II. Administering Kosovo: An Assessment and the Way Forward 
 

Over the past five years the modern-day “protectorate” of Kosovo with its four-pillar structure 
of international organisations has seen four Special Representatives of the UN Secretary 
General come and go. Each of them has struggled with the complexity of local realities and 
the international mandate. Even before the recent crisis it had already become clear that a 
balance was badly needed to be found between Belgrade’s de jure sovereignty and UNMIK’s 
de facto mandate for political and economic transformation in Kosovo; between the local 
government and UNMIK/KFOR’s mandate to guarantee stability and human security; and 
between functional civic statehood and the institutionalisation of ethnicity. 

It has also been clear that both the Albanian and the Serbian political leadership need to re-
assess their stances and strategies if relations between the ethnic communities in Kosovo are 
to be improved. UNSC Res. 1244 provides UNMIK with a mandate to govern Kosovo for an 
unlimited time, while at the same time explicitly puts the issues of “substantial autonomy and 
meaningful self-government” and of a “a political process designed to determine Kosovo’s 
future status” on the agenda. The Constitutional Framework of May 2001 provides for the 
incremental transfer of UNMIK competencies to the Provisional Institutions of Self-
Government. The “standards before status” approach of 2002 was also adopted to encourage 
the political process to move forward. Nonetheless, the overall strategy to achieve a 
normalisation of life in Kosovo and an improvement of interethnic relations before the status 
issue is dealt with has not produced results. This does not reflect the fallacy of the strategy 
aiming at a rapprochement across ethnic lines, but rather the lack of political will among the 
interested actors (and the persistence of mutual negative perceptions among the Kosovo 
Albanians and Serbs). The parties involved have largely chosen to reduce and subordinate 
issues of joint, technical interest to their potential implications for the status question. The 
painfully slow process of non-status negotiated initiated last October in Vienna had stalled 
even before the outbreak of inter-ethnic violence. In short, any meaningful start to ethnic 
reconciliation has been kept hostage to Kosovo’s future status.  

It should also be stressed that the lack of economic development plays a critical role in 
conflict exacerbation. Economic development, although it is not a panacea, constitutes a 
major prerequisite for democratic consolidation and inter-ethnic normalisation. Over the last 
five years Kosovo has been caught in the midst of a vicious circle. The absence of political 
stability hampers economic development and the lack of economic development undermines 
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political stability. So far, prospects for sustainable economic development in Kosovo largely 
belong to the realm of political rhetoric of internationals and local decision-makers. With no 
prospects of further economic betterment (other than through involvement in criminal 
activities) frustration and anger among the members of both communities have been growing 
and are reaching a breaking point. The old motto that no clear status means that nobody is 
willing to invest in Kosovo’s economy, is misleading because it absolves Prishtina and 
Belgrade from the responsibility that bear. By refusing to co-operate on functional issues, 
because of their conflicting status positions, they have been working against normalisation, 
stability and by implication against economic development. Is it not perhaps time for both 
capitals to change their attitudes and show that they are able for more creative thinking for the 
sake of the welfare of their peoples? The same need for creative thinking also applies to the 
UN administration in Kosovo that has shown no ability to generate any ideas to address the 
question of economic stability.  

In sum, progress by UNMIK and PISG in administering and governing Kosovo has at best 
been piecemeal. Furthermore, both Prishtina and Belgrade have shown inability to weigh the 
benefits of their strategies against the cost to the every day lives of the people living in 
Kosovo, and to the region. Thus, the strategic question concerns the options for improving the 
combined international and local governance in Kosovo and the functional co-operation of 
Prishtina and Belgrade.  

More specifically as far as the question of decentralisation is concerned there is a need to 
address carefully the following: what policy areas, what ethnic rights and what guarantees are 
essential for a normalisation of interethnic relation – bearing in mind the principle of 
reciprocity on a regional or sub-state level. Is a decentralisation of competencies from 
Prishtina centre to (re-defined) municipalities an option for more local ownership, for more 
direct political accountability and possible political involvement of ethnic communities? Is a 
reform of local government structures essential in order to reflect the needs of Kosovo Serbs? 
More specifically what structural reforms are imperative? And of course it should always be 
kept in mind that decentralization talks open up wider issues involved in the status question. 

As far as the question of transfer is concerned the following issues demand serious 
consideration: To what extent can or should responsibilities linked to minority protection and 
integration be transferred from the international community to institutions in local (or joint) 
ownership? Can a further transfer of competencies from UNMIK to the PISG not only 
increase local ownership, but also improve governance in Kosovo? More specifically, which 
competencies should preferably be transferred, what safeguards should be built in? 

  

III. Quo Vadis Kosovo?  
 

Since the recent outbreak of violence in Kosovo, Kosovo Albanians have intensified their 
push for independence in the international community. They have expressed dissatisfaction 
with the status quo, complain that progress on key issues has been slow and partly blame the 
international interim administration. Belgrade and Kosovo Serbs are using the latest 
developments as leverage in the international community to push for cantonisation of Kosovo. 
Both sides are trying to use the “Standards before Status” process to their advantage, in both 
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cases a territorialisation of ethnicity. Serbs pursue decentralization based on ethnic standards, 
whereas Kosovo Albanians oppose this, as it would effectively mean cantonisation of the 
province. The EU has asked for the re-organisation of UNMIK, the strengthening of local-
administration and the protection of Serbs through decentralisation. At the same time the 
international community, adheres to the “Standards before Status” process and while 
championing the idea of a multi-ethnic Kosovo it is considering the merits of all options. 
Clearly the looming question here is whether resurgent (violent) nationalism constitutes an 
argument in favour of a quick and determined imposition of a solution to the Kosovo status 
question, or is it rather an argument in favour of an incremental, patient and cautious 
continuation of the “standards before status” approach?  

In the meantime and irrespectively of the final answer to the status question, the abstract 
question of balancing ethnic rights and functional statehood has to be addressed in a serious, 
systematic, and sincere manner by all sides. To this end it has to be fully appreciated that 
there is no logical or “just” end to the spiralling logic of ethnic state fragmentation but the 
imperative of state functionality and regional stability. These principles, regrettably, hardly 
ever feature in the debated inter-ethnic arrangements. The international community’s learning 
curve started with the comprehensive institutionalisation and proportionalisation of ethnicity 
in Bosnia, while current wisdom (i.e. the Belgrade and Ohrid Agreements) cautions against 
minority vetoes and ethnic decentralisation.  

Political will and vision by the local leadership supported by the international community – 
not the sophistry of legal, ethnic, territorial or historical arguments – are critical to putting a 
halt to destabilisation and any further ethnic violence in Kosovo. In this context the question 
what role can the on-going processes of EU and NATO integration of the Western Balkans 
region play in order to provide a safe home for all Kosovo’s citizens (including Stabilisation 
and Association Process and Partnership for Peace respectively as “pre-accession 
instruments”) is worth posing. Perhaps the key to the final status question in Kosovo lies in 
the final analysis in offering to the people living in Kosovo a European perspective. 
Nonetheless, the authorities of any state or entity have the responsibility to guarantee human 
security for all inhabitants, irrespective of ethnicity or religion. This principle is fundamental 
and not subject to subjective qualifications. It is not a condition for the projected EU 
integration of Serbia and Kosovo. Instead it is a fundamental principle of statehood and 
European-ness. 

 

In Sum 
 

The populace – both on the Serb and on the Albanian side of the divide – has come to believe 
that the future, including improvement of inter-ethnic relations, depends on the answer to the 
status question. Clearly on each side there is a genuine belief that this is a ‘zero sum conflict’: 
whatever one side gains the other side loses. Having imbued this sense of urgency and 
righteousness over decades if not over centuries, past political elites have left their successors 
with a heavy burden. Thus no Serb or Albanian political leader can currently afford to “go 
soft” on the issue of Kosovo – to call for a rational and moderate rethinking of positions. 
Similarly, the international community has banked its reputation on the success of multiethnic 
nation and state building and the “standards before status” approach. In reality, the resources 
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and the commitment to follow up on these strategic decisions consistently has been lacking. 
In fact the interest of the international community in Kosovo has been steadily withering in 
the last five years. As a consequence, UNMIK/KFOR seem to have lost much of their sense 
of purpose and mission and are on the verge of becoming mere keepers of the status quo and 
thus part of the problem rather than the solution. These tantalising deadlocks produced by the 
status issue were most prominently demonstrated at a workshop on The Question of 
Interethnic Relations in Kosovo organised by ELIAMEP and the Bertelsmann Foundation on 
the island of Halki (Halki 2004).   

Both key political topics of today and core issues in the Halki debate – (1) the causes and 
consequences of the March violence and (2) proposals for decentralisation of Kosovo – bear 
out the sobering conclusions above. After the initial shock, all parties seem to have recovered 
and made the bloodshed and devastation part of their political argumentation rather than rise 
to this wake-up call. KFOR and UNMIK seem to return to business as usual. Albanians 
downplay the violence as largely a spontaneous popular reaction of frustration and despair 
vis-à-vis the unresolved status, the lack of progress and the failure of the international interim 
administration. Serbs claim that the violence has ultimately demonstrated that they will never 
be safe under Kosovo-Albanian rule. In the debate on the extent and mode of decentralisation 
in Kosovo a logic based on ethnic grounds that relegates inter-ethnic relations more or less to 
the inter-personal level, or makes it the responsibility of the international community on an 
inter-state level seems to prevail. Arguments of ethnic homogeneity, but also the international 
community’s motto of functional statehood are increasingly reduced to a ploy in the Serb-
Albanian tug-of-war over the future status and set-up of Kosovo. The search for a non-
maximalistic, and realistic compromise that takes into account the necessity of a functional 
state in the future without ignoring the hard realities of of the existence of more than one 
ethnic communities as well as of their historical ethnic mistrust, has not even started yet. 
There is precious little time left.                  

 

Recommendations 

 
 The current reality in Kosovo calls for a monitored transfer of responsibilities to 

ownership of the Kosovar institutions) except for the 1244 reserved powers) as well as 
dynamic solutions to key questions, thusfar left in limbo and most prominently 
privatisation. The deadlocked question of the future status of Kosovo - deadlocked in 
the international community, between Pristina and Belgrade as well as between 
Albanian and Serb Kosovars - should not reduce attention for issues of functional 
statehood, most prominent of which is the issue of interethnic relations. The ethno-
political reality in Kosovo lies at the heart of the Kosovo question and ways must now 
be found to be managed in a non-violent manner. Correspondingly issues regarding  
the various linkages between the question of ethnicity on the one hand and security, 
the economy, administration, infrastructure on the other need to be systematically 
examined and answers have to be provided rather urgently. To this end a system of 
priorities needs to be created which integrates the interests of both parties (for instance 
the security needs of the Kosovo Serbs with the ownership powers of the Kosovo 
Albanians). In this way both sides will be given incentives to work in order to stabilise 
the arrangements rather than to undermine them.   
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 Standards before Status may have overestimated the drive and leverage of the EU 

perspective. However, the real alternative is not to reverse the strategic sequencing to 
Status before Standards but rather to manage the process in a more focused, 
committed and robust fashion.  

  
 As it is well known negotiations based on maximalist positions generally result in 

deadlocks while negotiations based on the real interests of the parties can create 
various alternatives which often permit negotiations to move forward. Therefore, the 
international community should insist that the parties involved in the pre-negotiations 
process think of arrangements which do not reflect their fixed positions but rather 
satisfy their interests. 

 
 The international approach of an open-ended process towards final status offers no 

answers to hard pressing problems in the province and it allows both parties to hide 
behind 1244, or the indecisiveness of the international community instead of accepting 
that they have to make hard choises for their own communities. Therefore the 
international community needs to rethink its strategy in Kosovo, to adopt a more 
robust, committed and pragmatic policy in the ongoing pre-negotiations and in relation 
to current positions on future forms of living together (for instance in the debate on 
decentralisation. 
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